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Introduction
Communication, Language and Literacy is considered the most cross-curricular subject.
Success within this curriculum area enables pupils to practise, consolidate and apply skills
effectively across all areas of the curriculum and the wider community with increasing
independence. We aim to enable all of our pupils to be effective communicators at their
own individual level.
In order to do this, our curriculum at Tettenhall Wood School has been organised into
different curriculum pathways so that the varied needs of all our pupils can be met. See
Appendix A : English Offer.
In each of the pathways, Communication, Language and Literacy is split into the following
areas:
 Listening
 Understanding
 Speaking and Communication
 Reading and Writing
Pupils are given opportunities to experience all of these areas in a wide range of contexts.
Learning takes place in a secure, supportive and stimulating environment, which incorporate
pupils’ preferred communication methods and where the progress of each pupil is
paramount.
Pupils at Tettenhall Wood School perform below National Curriculum expectations for their
age.
The school therefore delivers an English curriculum that matches pupils’
developmental levels rather than one which follows age related outcomes.
Tettenhall Wood School has combined aspects of the EYFS framework to create its own
developmental framework for English. Alongside this framework, Tettenhall Wood School
offers a total communication environment that includes, but is not limited to, PECS,
TEACCH, Makaton, Intensive Interaction and Alternative Augmentative Communication
devices.

Teaching and Learning
The principles and features of our approach to the teaching of English are as follows:


Teachers create learning opportunities that match pupils’ individual communication,
language and literacy needs;



All forms of communication are valued and teachers create a climate within school in
which pupils use English/communication with purpose and enjoyment;



Pupils working within a sensory curriculum will have opportunities to develop
communication skills through multi–sensory experiences;



Pupils develop reading and writing skills to aid independence and to develop interest
and enjoyment of fiction, non-fiction, poetry and drama;



Pupils will be provided with enriching and broadening experiences in order to
develop their creativity and imagination;



Every lesson is regarded as an English lesson and will include some aspect of
speaking, reading or writing to help develop skills, knowledge and understanding in
other subject areas;



School will continuously improve the English capacity of all pupils and staff;



School will work with families and the wider community to extend opportunities for
learning in English for its pupils.

Impact of the English Curriculum at Tettenhall Wood School
It is our intention that the English Curriculum will have an observable and measurable
impact on our pupils.
Pathway : Stepping Stones
Intent
Pupils will:

Impact on pupils

Enjoy English

Motivated to learn and acquire new skills

Have an interest in books, sensory stories

Read for information and enjoyment

Recognise their own name and other
important key words

Begin to understand information

Recognise and read images, social sight
symbols and symbols

Access to school and home communities

Read with developing fluency, intonation
and understanding; and/or recognise their
own name and other important key words
Continue to develop communication
(including body movement, facial
expression, eye pointing, intensive
interaction, signing and use of
communication systems), speaking and
listening skills
Extend their spoken/signed pictorial and
written vocabulary

Begin to understand information in a
variety of settings

Make progress in phonics by recalling and
discriminating between sounds

Develop the skills needed to enhance early
language development

Practice: pre-writing skills, mark-making
and fine motor skills

Develop hand skills and use of functional
tools
Develop handwriting
Better understanding of the world around
them.

Use their imagination in drama and roleplay activities

Better self- expression

Develop their own ideas and opinions

Pathway : Towards Independence
Intent
Pupils will:

Impact on pupils

Enjoy English

Motivated to learn and acquire new skills

Have an interest in books, sensory stories

Read for information and enjoyment

Read with developing fluency, intonation
and understanding; and/or recognise their
own name and other important key words
Recognise and read images, social sight
symbols and symbols

Begin to understand information in a
variety of settings

Make progress in phonics by recalling and
discriminating between sounds and
applying letter sounds in reading, writing
and/or speaking and listening
Develop writing skills through writing for a
variety of purposes

Become fluent in reading and writing

Make progress in Spelling, Grammar and
Punctuation

Understood by a wider audience

Continue to develop communication
(including body movement, facial
expression, eye pointing, intensive
interaction, signing and use of
communication systems), speaking and
listening skills
Communicate answers to simple questions
about past, present and future events
and/or stories
Use their imagination in drama and roleplay activities

Better self-expression

Access to school and wider communities

Express themselves in writing
Use writing to support daily activities

Begin to shape new ideas

Better understanding of the world around
them
Begin to shape new ideas

Pathway : Learning For Life
Intent
Pupils will:

Impact on pupils

Enjoy English

Motivated to learn and acquire new skills

Have an interest in books, sensory stories

Read for information and enjoyment

Recognise their own name and other
important key

Begin to understand information

Recognise and read images, social sight
symbols and symbols

Access to school and home communities

Read with developing fluency, intonation
and understanding; and/or recognise their
own name and other important key words
Continue to develop communication
(including body movement, facial
expression, eye pointing, intensive
interaction, signing and use of
communication systems), speaking and
listening skills
Extend their spoken/signed pictorial and
written vocabulary

Begin to understand information in a
variety of settings

Make progress in phonics by recalling and
discriminating between sounds

Develop the skills needed to enhance early
language development

Practice: pre-writing skills, mark making,
fine motor skills

Develop hand skills and use of functional
tools
Develop handwriting
Better understanding of the world around
them

Use their imagination in drama and roleplay activities

Better self-expression

Develop their own ideas and opinions

Pathway : Moving On
Intent
Pupils will:
Have an interest in fiction and non-fiction
books
Read with developing fluency, intonation
and understanding; and/or recognise their
own name and other important key words
Recognise and read images, social sight
symbols and symbols
Develop writing skills through writing for a
variety of purposes
Make progress in Spelling, Grammar and
Punctuation and/or sequencing symbols
Read with developing fluency, intonation
and understanding; and/or recognise their
own name and other important key words
Continue to develop communication
(including body movement, facial
expression, eye pointing, intensive
interaction, signing, use of communication
systems), speaking and listening skills
Communicate answers to simple questions
about past, present and future and/or
stories
Apply their skills to different contexts and
settings so that they may access the wider
community

Impact on pupils
Read for information and enjoyment
Understand information
Access the wider community
Express themselves
Use writing and/or symbols to support
daily activities
Be understood by a wider audience
Begin to understand information in a
variety of settings

Better self-expression

Shape new ideas
Access the wider community
Access work opportunities and
independent living

Approaches to the Teaching of English at Tettenhall Wood School
Approaches to Spoken Language
Interactive and differentiated teaching strategies are used to engage all pupils in order to
raise speaking, listening, reading and writing standards. Pupils are encouraged to develop
effective communication skills in readiness for later life.
At Tettenhall Wood School this is achieved by:
 Using alternative and augmentative forms of communication;
 Implementing the advice of Speech Therapists;
 Giving children a voice;
 Pupil Premium and catch up learning groups;
 The School Council;
 Enrichment groups
 Role-play, drama, performances and assemblies;
 Inclusion Links;
 Phonics activities;
 Reading aloud;
 Out of school services;
 Specific teaching of focus and attention skills;
 Specific teaching of speaking and listening skills.
Approaches to Reading
Reading and pre-reading skills are taught from an early age starting with topics, books and
experiences that are highly motivating.
Reading schemes that are primarily used to support the teaching of reading are noted
below:
Primary classes
Secondary Classes
Floppy Phonics

Code
Code X

(Oxford University Press)

(Oxford University Press)

Other schemes used to support the teaching of reading:
Primary

Secondary

Rigby Star Phonics

Fuzz Buzz

Oxford Reading Tree (e.g. Biff
and Chip stories, Snapdragons)

Down Load
Live wire
Zapper
SEN press

Reading at Tettenhall Wood School occurs in the following ways:


Shared reading and Sensory Stories – Timetabled sessions in all classes.
This is linked to the literacy theme.



Pre-reading activities – Tailored to each child’s individual needs and occur
throughout school and in all Key Stages;



Guided reading – The ability to decode fluently is a pre-requisite for guided group
reading;



1:1 reading – Preferably daily, but at least once a week. All pupils have individual
reading goals and have access to a wide range of reading material, both in the
classroom and in the library;



Phonics – Phonics is taught throughout the school and is based on Letters and
Sounds. Pupils in the Early Years and “Learning for Life” pathway focus on Phase
One, whereas pupils in “Stepping Stones”, “Towards Independence” and “Moving
On” pathways work through Phases One to Six depending on pupils’ needs and
previous experience. Pupils are actively encouraged to apply their phonetic
knowledge in both Reading and Writing. Phonics/reading interventions are offered
in KS4 and post 16;



Word Reading – Pupils are taught to recognise and read key words alongside
learning their letter sounds. If appropriate, symbolised words will be taught to pupils
working in this preferred medium;



Reading for enjoyment – All children are encouraged to read for pleasure;



Pupil Premium and LAC – Pupils with Pupil Premium and LAC Funding are carefully
monitored. Pupils not on track to achieve their personal learning goals will be
offered additional interventions that will be planned in conjunction with their class
teacher;



Enrichment – Pupils are provided with challenging but achievable reading objectives
by class teacher;



World Book Day - Whole school event that takes place within “Literature Through
The Arts Week” when visiting artists work alongside pupils to support and develop
their understanding of themes within well-known stories;



Other themed weeks e.g. Shakespeare week, Shakespeare’s Schools Festival, Roald
Dahl Day;



Use of the library – all pupils have supervised access to the library.

Approaches to Writing
Fine motor, mark making and writing skills are actively encouraged and developed at
Tettenhall Wood School. Pupils are provided with a variety of opportunities to develop and
refine their writing skills in a structured and safe environment.


Pre-writing Skills – Pupils are provided with a variety of writing opportunities to
develop their skills. They are actively encouraged to mark make, for example,
through themed writing days. Gross and fine motor skills are developed by
encouraging children to make a straight line, curved, zig-zag and circular marks in a
variety of mediums;



Write Dance, Brain Gym, Beat Babies, Jump Ahead and Dough Disco – Pupils in
EYFS, “Stepping Stones,” “Learning for Life” and “Towards Independence” use Write
Dance and Dough Disco to develop skills in fine motor, mark making and
handwriting. Brain Gym, Jump Ahead, Beat Babies and Action Raps are used to
develop the co-ordination and balance that is needed in order to write.
Occupational Therapists offer advice when needed;



Handwriting - Letter formation is taught during phonics lessons and RWI sessions.
Staff follow guidance given on letter formation in the “Letters and Sounds”
document.
Further handwriting practice is supported through the Nelson
Handwriting Scheme for Reception, Year 1 and Year 2;



Phonics – See “Approaches to Reading”;



Shared Writing – Adults model writing and composition to pupils on a regular basis;



Guided Writing/Independent Writing - Adults shape and guide pupils’ writing by
supporting them to: make marks, trace, copy write and write initial, medial, final
letter sounds, words and simple and extended sentences. This will include the use of
symbols where appropriate. All pupils experience writing for a variety of purposes;



Use of ICT – Such as Clicker and Purple Mash;



Pupil Premium and LAC - See section “Approaches to Reading”;



Enrichment – Pupils are provided with challenging but achievable writing objectives
by class teachers.

Approaches to Spelling, Vocabulary, Punctuation and Grammar
All Pupils are provided with opportunities to enhance their vocabulary through the use of
ACC and Standard English. Where appropriate, pupils are provided with structured
opportunities within English lessons to develop their: Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar
skills. Where appropriate, pupils will follow spelling guidance from “Letters and Sounds”
and the National Curriculum guidance documents 2014.

Reading, Phonics and Read Write Inc (RWI)
At Tettenhall Wood School we acknowledge a wide range of learning abilities. Many pupils
will become symbol readers. Some will learn to decode words and gain understanding from
books. A few pupils will learn to read, write and spell.
Whilst we recognise that there are many factors that contribute to a pupil learning to read,
all pupils will have opportunities to access pre-phonics teaching in order to develop
important listening skills upon which language learning is based. Pupils’ entitlement to
phonics teaching is outline below:
Pupils working within TWS English
Framework steps 1-7

Phonics Phase 1 All Aspects
(Letters and Sounds)

Pupils working within EYFS Early Learning
Goals and above

Phase 1 and Phases 2 & 3
(Letters and Sounds)

Responsibility for planning , recording and
tracking progress

Class Teacher using TWS phonics framework
located on Evidence for Learning App

Resources:
Resource
Primary phonics reading scheme:- Floppy
Phonics books

Location
Phonics cupboard, work room, primary
corridor

Secondary phonics reading scheme:- Project X
books, Code X books

Phonics cupboard, work room, primary
corridor

Additional phonics books – primary:- Rigby
Star, Snap Dragons,

Library, primary corridor

Additional phonics books – secondary:- Fuzz
Buzz

Library, primary corridor

Library books linked to phonics levels

School library, primary corridor

Mirrors, magnetic letters, phonics games,
flash cards, phoneme frames

Classrooms and phonics cupboard, work
room, primary corridor

Our goal for pupils working within the pathway “Towards Independence” is that they will be
able to read with fluency, understanding and enjoyment, and that they will be able to write
accurately, with purpose, for a range of audiences. Pupils in this pathway will be offered
access to Read Write Inc with a view to accelerating the acquisition of skills needed when
learning to read and write.

Expected outcomes for pupils accessing Read Write Inc:
Pupils will be able to:
- decode letter-sound correspondences quickly and effortlessly, using their phonic
knowledge and skills
- read ‘tricky’ words on sight
- understand what they read
- read aloud with fluency and expression
- write confidently, with a strong focus on vocabulary and grammar
- spell quickly and easily by segmenting the sounds in words
- acquire good handwriting
Additionally pupils will be able to:
- Maintain focus and attention
- Work effectively with a partner
- Explain and consolidate their learning
- Review and correct their own work
- Recognize their achievements

Planning and Delivery
Read Write Inc will be planned and delivered by staff (Teachers and Teaching Assistants
trained in the RWI phonics strategy).

Assessment and Recording
Progress of pupils accessing Read Write Inc will be recorded on RWI tracking pro-formas by
staff trained in the RWI phonics strategy

Management of Read Write INC
RWI will be managed by the English Co-ordinator and RWI Reading Leader.
Quality of delivery will be monitored by the English Co-ordinator and RWI Reading Leader
and from external RWI consultants that may be commissioned from time to time.

Teaching Resources
High quality curriculum materials are used to support classroom teaching.
Each class has their own selection of English resources including:


Book boxes containing a selection of fiction and non- fiction books,



Chatterbox,



Phonics resources,



Phonics progression recording sheets,



PECS recording sheets,



Makaton recording sheets,



Reading recording sheets,



Communication buttons,



A selection of mark making and writing equipment,



Pre-writing equipment.

Additional resources are held by the English Co-ordinator. These include, but are not
limited to:


Sets of guided reading books,



Texts supporting English themes,



Phonics games,



Jigsaw puzzles,



Small desktop sound recorders,



Big Mac communication buttons,



Handwriting practice books,



RWI pupil and teacher resources,



Fresh Start pupil and teacher resources,



RWI on line,



Phonics play on line.

Time Tabling and Focus of English and Phonics
Expectations for time allocated to English and Phonics and the planning of these curriculum
areas are shown below. Due to the learning styles of our pupils it is very unlikely that a
pupil would be able to engage in an English lesson for 60 minutes. Times listed under the
‘Duration’ column are an indication of time available for the teaching of English and Phonics.
Most pupils will engage in self-regulatory and independent learning opportunities, as well as
English and Phonics learning in the time allocated.
Stepping Stones : Primary
Strands: Phonics and English
Phonics
English
Session 1:
Focus and Attention/Communication
Session 2:
Speaking and Listening/Focus and attention/
Communication
Session 3:
Reading/Speaking and Listening/Communication
Session 4:
Writing/Speaking and Listening/Communication

Number of
sessions weekly
5 (x1 daily)
4 (x1 daily)

Duration*
30 minutes
60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

 It is good Early Years practice to split total time allocated to sessions across the day as well as
facilitating discreet teaching sessions

Towards Independence: Key Stages 2 and 3
Strand: Phonics
Phonics
Session 1:
Revise/review/quick write/listening games
Session 2:
Oral blending & segmenting/Phase one aspects
(“Ready steady talk”)
Session 3:
Teach Graphemes
Session 4:
Apply writing (letter shapes, words, sentences)
Session 5:
Reading (photocopied passages, big books, guided
reading)

Number of
sessions weekly
5 ( x1 daily)
X1

Duration*
30 minutes
30 minutes

X1

30 minutes

X1

30 minutes

X1

30 minutes

X1

30 minutes

No. of weekly
sessions

Time- tabled
duration

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

30 minutes

Towards Independence Key Stages 2 and 3
Strand: English
English
Session 1:
Focus & attention
Session 2:
Speaking and Listening Vocabulary of questions
Session 3 :
Reading - comprehension
Session 4:
Writing
Session 5:
Reading – individual reading

Learning for Life: Key Stages 2, 3 and 4
Strands; Phonics and English
Phonics
English
Session 1:
Focus and attention/communication
Session 2:
Speaking and Listening/communication
Session 3:
Reading/communication
Session 4:
Writing/mark making/fine and gross motor skills

Number of
sessions weekly
5 (x1 daily)
4 (x1 daily)

30 minutes
60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

Duration*

Moving On: Key Stages 4 and 5
Strand
English
Session 1:
Focus and Attention/Communication
Session 2:
Speaking and Listening/Communication
Session 3:
Reading/Communication
Session 4:
Writing/mark making/fine and gross motor skills

Number of
sessions weekly
4 ( x1 daily)

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

X1

60 minutes

Duration*

Planning Formats and Recording Requirements
Pathway: Stepping Stones (Primary)
Planning formats
Medium Term Plans
Individual pupil Learning Goals
EYFS and daily routines

Pathway: Towards Independence (Primary)
Planning formats
Schemes of work provided by English Coordinator
Medium Term Plans
Individual pupil Learning Goals

Recording evidence
APP Evidence for Learning
English and phonics frameworks
Reading records
Class based recording systems

Recording evidence
APP Evidence for Learning
English and phonics frameworks
Reading records
Class based recording systems

Pathway: Towards Independence (Secondary)
Planning formats
Recording evidence
Schemes of work provided by English CoAPP Evidence for Learning
ordinator
English and phonics frameworks
Ascentis skills units (downloadable)
Reading records
Medium Term Plans
Class based recording systems
Individual pupil Learning Goals
Evidence for Ascentis accreditation
Pathway: Moving On (Secondary Key Stage 4)
Planning formats
Recording evidence
Accreditation modules
APP Evidence for Learning
(Ascentis)
English and phonics frameworks
Medium Term Plans
Reading records
Individual pupil Learning Goals
Class based recording systems Evidence for
ASDAN for pre-entry pupils
Ascentis accreditation
Evidence for ASDAN accreditation for preentry pupils
Pathway: Learning for Life (Primary)
Planning formats
Medium Term Plans
Individual pupil Learning Goals
EYFS and daily routines

Recording evidence
APP Evidence for Learning
English and phonics frameworks
Reading records
Class based recording systems

Pathway: Learning for Life (Secondary Key Stage 3)
Planning formats
Recording evidence
Medium Term Plans
APP Evidence for Learning
Asdan Towards Independence
English and phonics frameworks
Individual pupil Learning Goals
Reading records
EYFS and daily routines
Class based recording systems
Accreditation evidence sheets

English Expectations (non-negotiables)
Below is a list of what is expected for the teaching of English.
Items on the list should be clearly visible on a “Drop In”


Teaching of English takes places at times and as detailed on the class timetable



Daily phonics teaching at times and as detailed on the class timetable



Individual pupil reading targets and 1:1 reading sessions that take place at least once
per week.



Individual reading records are maintained on recording sheets



Daily RWI for identified pupils (usually during whole class phonics sessions) and as
agreed with English Co-ordinator



Total communication environment:- Clear symbolised labelling of learning areas/zones in class
- Work stations where applicable and clear personalisation/labelling
- Use of transitional OOR where applicable (Class timetable)
- Pupils have easy access to communication systems (PECS, AAC) which are located
in a dedicated space in class
- Use of Makaton



Book boxes are labelled and kept tidy (reduce number of books if there are too many
for pupils to look through easily)

Appendix a: English Curriculum Offer
Stepping Stones Key stages 1 & 2
Reception, Years 1, 2 & 3

Learning for Life

Towards Independence

Sensory complex SEMH learners

Formal Learners

National Curriculum Years 3-11

National Curriculum Years 3 -9

Moving On

Moving On

Sensory complex SEMH learners

Formal Learners

National Curriculum Years 10-14

National Curriculum Years 10-14

Stepping Stones : - Reception,
Key stage 1, ( year 1 & 2 )

Learning for life:(Sensory/complex learners) Key
stages 2 &3 ( years 3-9)

Towards Independence:
( Formal learners) Key stages 2,
3 & 4 (years 3 -11)

Moving on: Towards
Independence ( Formal learners)
Key stages 4 &5 (Years 10-14)

Rational:
 EYFS framework based
on developmental
stages as exemplified in
the document
“Development
Matters”.
 Students access learning
via individual sessions,
working in pairs and in
small groups.

Learning may be adult
led, adult directed or
pupil initiated.
 Planned opportunities
for transfer of skills to
other curriculum areas,
contexts and settings .
 Transfer of skills
through home learning
activities.

Rational:
 EYFS framework and
based on
developmental stages
as exemplified in the
document
“Development
Matters”.
 . Students access
learning via individual
sessions, working in
pairs and in small
groups.
 Learning may be adult
led, adult directed or
pupil initiated
 Planned opportunities
for transfer of skills to
other curriculum areas,
contexts and settings
both in school and
within the wider
community.
 Transfer of skills
through home learning
activities.

Rational:

Rational:
 Learning in English
supports the transfer of
skills to contexts and
settings with within the
wider community
 . Year 10 students begin
working towards
accreditation in English
by ASCENTIS
 English modules may
be accredited
separately or in
combination with other
subjects
Students access



Developmental stages
as exemplified in the
document
“Development Matters
and National Curriculum
2014 Year 1&2
outcomes
Students access
learning via individual
sessions, working in
pairs and in small
groups








Learning may be adult
led, adult directed or
pupil initiated
Timetabled as a
discrete subject
Planned opportunities
for transfer of skills to
other curriculum areas,
contexts and settings
both in school and
within the wider
community.
Transfer of skills
through home learning
activities.

learning via individual
sessions, working in
pairs and in small
groups
.




Learning may be adult
led, adult directed or
pupil initiated.
Discrete English
sessions and embedding
of cross curricular
applications.

Moving on: Sensory /complex
learners ( Key Stages 4 &5)
and SEMH leaners ( Key Stages
2,3,4,&5)
Rational:
 Learning in English
supports the transfer of
skills to contexts and
settings with within the
wider community
Year 10 Pre- entry
students begin working
towards accreditation
by ASDAN


Students access
learning via individual
sessions, working in
pairs and in small
groups



Learning may be adult
led, adult directed or
pupil initiated
Planned opportunities
for transfer of skills to
other curriculum areas,
contexts and settings
both in school and
within the wider
community.



SEMH leaners
 Access to skills ladders
that will lead onto
accreditation in

Stepping Stones : - Reception,
Key stage 1, ( year 1 & 2 )

Speaking and listening/
Communication
 SALT targets





. Listening,
Focus and attention,
Understanding
language,
Speaking and
communication.

Communication: Total
communication environment,
PECS, Makaton, AAC, TEACCH,
Visual systems, Intensive
Interaction

Learning for life:(Sensory/complex learners) Key
stages 2 &3 ( years 3-9)
Speaking and listening/
Communication
 SALT targets





. Listening,
Focus and attention,
Understanding
language,
Speaking and
communication.

Communication: Total
communication environment
PECS, Makaton, AAC, TEACCH,
Visual systems, , Intensive
Interaction

Towards Independence:
( Formal learners) Key stages 2,
3 & 4 (years 3 -11)
Speaking and listening/
Communication
 SALT targets





. Listening,
Focus and attention,
Understanding
language,
Speaking and
communication.

Communication: Total
communication environment
PECS, Makaton, AAC, TEACCH,
Visual systems, , Intensive
Interaction

Moving on: Towards
Independence ( Formal learners)
Key stages 4 &5 (Years 10-14)
Speaking and listening/
Communication
 SALT targets




Opportunities to
develop thinking skills
and communicate their
ideas to peers through
talk
Opportunities to
present their
experiences and ideas
to the wider
community

Communication: Total
communication environment
PECS, Makaton, AAC, TEACCH,
Visual systems

Independence skills (
Ascentis)
Moving on: Sensory /complex
learners ( Key Stages 4 &5)
and SEMH leaners ( Key Stages
2,3,4,&5)
Speaking and listening/
Communication
 SALT targets




. Listening,
Focus and attention,
Understanding
language,
 Speaking and
communication.
SEMH leaners
 Opportunities to
develop thinking skills
and communicate their
ideas to peers through
talk
 Opportunities to
present their
experiences and ideas
to the wider
community
Communication: Total
communication environment
PECS, Makaton, AAC, TEACCH,
Visual systems

Stepping Stones : - Reception,
Key stage 1, ( year 1 & 2 )

Learning for life:(Sensory/complex learners) Key
stages 2 &3 ( years 3-9)

Towards Independence:
( Formal learners) Key stages 2,
3 & 4 (years 3 -11)

Moving on: Towards
Independence ( Formal learners)
Key stages 4 &5 (Years 10-14)

Reading
 Individual reading
targets
 Shared reading and
participating in stories
 Access to a range of
visual and audio- visual
material e.g.
photographs, signs and
symbols, posters, visual
timetables and work
systems, social sight
vocabulary both written
and symbolised,
stories, rhymes, songs,
raps, animations, film
clips, sensory books and
stories and variety of
puzzles. .
 Reading skills applied to
functional daily tasks
and reading for pleasure
 Phonics- Letters and
sounds is the main
approach
 Solid foundations in
Phase 1 of “Letters and
Sounds” before moving
onto phase 2.
 . Library books
 Big Books

Reading
 Individual reading
targets
 Shared reading and
participating in stories
 Access to a range of
visual and audio- visual
material e.g.
photographs, signs and
symbols, posters, visual
timetables and work
systems, social sight
vocabulary both written
and symbolised,
stories, rhymes, songs,
raps, animations, film
clips, sensory books and
stories and variety of
puzzles.
 Phonics- Letters and
sounds phase 1 ”.
 Personally significant
sight words
 . Reading skills applied
to functional daily tasks
and reading for pleasure

Library books
 Big Books
 Sensory stories
 Bag Books
 Reading scheme books

Reading
 Individual reading
targets
 Shared reading and
participating in stories
 Access to a range of
genres and media
through library books,
film clips and e-texts.
 Colour banded library
books for readers
working at phonics
phases 2,3,4,5 &6
 .* Opportunities to selfdirect reading.

Reading
 Reading skills applied to
functional tasks and
reading for pleasure
 Access to teen and
young adult reading
material located in
school library.
 Opportunities to extend
experience and
understanding of a
variety of genres and
formats through
English modules
accredited by ASCENTIS
High –lo reading publications
*Live wire.
*Down load
*Zapper
SEN press
Key Stage 4:
Individual reading targets
Key Stage 5
Individual reading journal
Reading schemes:
 ORT Code/Project X
 Fuzz Buzz



Phonics-Letters and
Sounds.” Phases 1,
2,3,4,5&6



Opportunities to apply
reading skills to
functional daily tasks
Opportunities to read
for pleasure.
Library books
Library books matched
to Phonics reading
scheme levels





Reading schemes:

Moving on: Sensory /complex
learners ( Key Stages 4 &5)
and SEMH leaners ( Key Stages
2,3,4,&5)
Reading
 Individual reading
targets
 Reading skills applied to
functional
 daily tasks and reading
for pleasure
 Opportunities to self
direct reading
 Access to a range of
visual and audio- visual
material e.g.
photographs, signs and
symbols, posters, visual
timetables and work
systems, social sight
vocabulary both written
and symbolised,
stories, rhymes, songs,
raps, animations, film
clips, sensory books and
stories and variety of
puzzles.
 Personally significant
sight words
 Access to reading
schemes as appropriate

 Sensory stories
 Bag Books
Reading schemes
ORT Floppy Phonics,
Rigby star Phonics

where appropriate.

Stepping Stones : - Reception, Key
stage 1, ( year 1 & 2 )

Learning for life:(Sensory/complex learners) Key
stages 2 &3 ( years 3-9)

Writing
 Access a range of large
apparatus and smaller
tools .

Make marks using a
range of mark making
objects in a variety of
media.

Pupils learn to
represent their name
 . Letter formation in the
“Letters and Sounds”
document.

Combine letters to
write personally
significant words and
high frequency words.
 Self- expression
through mark making,
combining images,
symbols/words and
using a range of media
e.g. clay, construction
materials, sound
compositions.

Writing
 Access a range of large
apparatus and smaller
tools .

Make marks using a
range of mark making
objects in a variety of
media.

Pupils learn to
represent their name
 . Letter formation in the
“Letters and Sounds”
document if appropriate

Combine letters to
write personally
significant words and
high frequency words if
appropriate
 Self- expression through
mark making, combining
images, symbols/words
and using a range of
media e.g. clay,
construction materials,
sound compositions.



KS2- ORT floppy phonics
/ Alien,
Rigby Star phonics

KS3 ORT Code/
Project X
Towards Independence:
( Formal learners) Key stages 2, 3
& 4 (years 3 -11)
Writing
 Access a range of large
apparatus and smaller
tools

Pupils follow Nelson.
handwriting scheme/
guidance.
 Opportunities for
extended writing i.e.
planning, drafting,
sharing, evaluating
revising and editing
 Opportunities to
undertake functional
and creative writing.
 Access to ICT and AAC
to support writing and
self-expression

Moving on: Towards
Independence ( Formal learners)
Key stages 4 &5 (Years 10-14)
Writing
 Opportunities to
undertake functional
and creative writing.
 Students demonstrate
an awareness of
grammar and
punctuation.
 Access to ICT to support
their writing

Moving on: Sensory /complex
learners ( Key Stages 4 &5)
and SEMH leaners ( Key Stages
2,3,4,&5)
Writing
 Opportunities to
undertake functional
and creative writing.

Make marks using a
range of mark making
objects in a variety of
media.

Pupils Letter formation
in the “Letters and
Sounds” document.

Combine letters to
write personally
significant words and
high frequency words.
 Self- expression
through mark making,
combining images,
symbols/words and
using a range of media
e.g. clay, construction
materials, sound
compositions.
 Students demonstrate
an awareness of



Access to ICT and AAC
to support writing and
self-expression



Access to ICT and AAC
to support writing and
self-expression



Stepping Stones : - Reception,
Key stage 1, ( year 1 & 2 )

Learning for life:(Sensory/complex learners) Key
stages 2 &3 ( years 3-9)

Towards Independence:
( Formal learners) Key stages 2,
3 & 4 (years 3 -11)

Moving on: Towards
Independence ( Formal learners)
Key stages 4 &5 (Years 10-14)

Writing
 Access a range of large
apparatus and smaller
tools .

Make marks using a
range of mark making
objects in a variety of
media.

Pupils learn to
represent their name
 . Letter formation in the
“Letters and Sounds”
document.

Combine letters to
write personally
significant words and
high frequency words.
 Self- expression
through mark making,
combining images,
symbols/words and
using a range of media
e.g. clay, construction
materials, sound
compositions.

Writing
 Access a range of large
apparatus and smaller
tools .

Make marks using a
range of mark making
objects in a variety of
media.

Pupils learn to
represent their name
 . Letter formation in the
“Letters and Sounds”
document if appropriate

Combine letters to
write personally
significant words and
high frequency words if
appropriate
 Self- expression through
mark making, combining
images, symbols/words
and using a range of
media e.g. clay,
construction materials,
sound compositions.

Writing
 Access a range of large
apparatus and smaller
tools

Pupils follow Nelson.
handwriting scheme/
guidance.
 Opportunities for
extended writing i.e.
planning, drafting,
sharing, evaluating
revising and editing
 Opportunities to
undertake functional
and creative writing.
 Access to ICT and AAC
to support writing and
self-expression

Writing
 Opportunities to
undertake functional
and creative writing.
 Students demonstrate
an awareness of
grammar and
punctuation.
 Access to ICT to support
their writing

grammar and
punctuation.
Access to ICT to support
their writing
and self expression

Moving on: Sensory
/complex learners ( Key
Stages 4 &5)
and SEMH leaners ( Key Stages
2,3,4,&5)
Writing
 Opportunities to
undertake functional
and creative writing.

Make marks using a
range of mark making
objects in a variety of
media.

Pupils Letter formation
in the “Letters and
Sounds” document.

Combine letters to
write personally
significant words and
high frequency words.
 Self- expression
through mark making,
combining images,
symbols/words and
using a range of media
e.g. clay, construction
materials, sound
compositions.
 Students demonstrate
an awareness of



Access to ICT and AAC
to support writing and
self-expression

Stepping Stones : - Reception,
Key stage 1, ( year 1 & 2 )



Access to ICT and AAC
to support writing and
self-expression

Learning for life:(Sensory/complex learners) Key
stages 2 &3 ( years 3-9)

Engagement for learning
Focus and attention games

Interventions: SALT, OT,
Engagement for learning
Focus and attention games

Enrichment
 Into Film Week
 Literature through the ARTs
Week
 World Book Day
 Themed days
 Visiting artists
 Visiting theatre productions

Enrichment
 Into Film Week
 Literature through the ARTs
Week
 World Book Day

Themed days
 Visiting artists
 Visiting theatre productions

Interventions:, SALT, OT . RWI



Towards Independence:
( Formal learners) Key stages 2,
3 & 4 (years 3 -11)

Interventions: SALT, OT,
Engagement for learning
RWI/ Fresh Start, Reading
schemes based on HFW and sight
vocabulary,Social use of
Language Programme
Focus and attention games
Enrichment
 Into Film Week
 Literature through the ARTs
Week
 World Book Day

Themed days
 Visiting artists
 Visiting theatre productions
 Shakespeare in school
Festival

Moving on: Towards
Independence ( Formal learners)
Key stages 4 &5 (Years 10-14)

Interventions: SALT, OT
RWI Fresh Start, Hi-lo readers,
Social use of Language
Programme

Enrichment
 Into Film Week
 Literature through the ARTs
Week
 World Book Day

Themed days
 Visiting artists
 Visiting theatre productions
 Shakespeare in Schools
Festival

grammar and
punctuation.
Access to ICT to support
their writing
and self expression

Moving on: Sensory
/complex learners ( Key
Stages 4 &5)
and SEMH leaners ( Key Stages
2,3,4,&5)
Interventions: SALT, OT
SEMH learners:
Social Use of Language
programmes

Enrichment
 Into Film Week
 Literature through the ARTs
Week
 World Book Day

Themed days
 Visiting artists
 Visiting theatre productions
 Visits to the community

